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In this issue...
This issue focuses on wellness. Below you can read how one colleague's efforts to get Mount
Royal to provide necessary equipment to work from home safely met with limited success. In
other articles, MRFA members share their knowledge about mental health, meditation, and
occupational health and safety. As an added bonus, careful readers can nd within this issue
a link to Faculty Forum's rst comedic lm. Complaints about this lm should be sent to
jason.kenney@alberta.gov.ca.
Please let us know, using the poll at the bottom of this message, if you think MRU has provided
suf cient support for faculty wellness during the pandemic.
If you are interested in contributing to the next issue of Faculty Forum please send your story
idea to communications@mrfa.net

MRU Should Provide for Workplace Safety at Home
Professor X
"If you, too, are experiencing health concerns as a result of working at home, I encourage you
to contact the Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) of ce. If our employer becomes aware
of the scale of the problem, it will hopefully encourage them to provide us the resources we
need to solve it."
READ THE ARTICLE

Safeguarding our Mental Health
Jennifer McCormick (Interview by Shelley Rathie)
"Don’t forget to show yourself some compassion; the same kind of compassion you would
show a colleague, a student or a family member. Jennifer’s sage advice is that we be honest
and responsive to our own needs. That we admit when things are tougher than previous and
that we meet this awareness with honesty and frank conversation."
READ THIS ARTICLE

Meditation and Metal Health
An Interview with Professor Brian Nichols
"Meditation can help us to avoid harmful mental habits like rumination where we get a
negative thought and we attribute a kind of external reality to that thought and get caught
turning it over and over again until it produces feelings of fear or anxiety."
READ THE ARTICLE

Make Time to Stay Active This Winter
Katya Sodamin
"These days we are always busy. It seems there is forever something to do, somewhere to be,
something to learn, or someone to follow up with. All too easily are we caught up in our
endless to do lists and we forget to make time for ourselves. I challenge you to change that this
winter and prioritize your wellness by making time for active breaks and regular visits to
Mount Royal’s Recreation Center."
READ THIS ARTICLE

The Joys of Occupational
Health and Safety!
Milena Radzikowska

Wellbeing in the (Remote)
Learning Environment
MRFA PDC Event Notes
The MRFA's PDC hosted a wellbeing session
in Feb 2020. There are many useful
takeaways from this session that could
improve your wellbeing while working from
home.

"All injuries, dangerous or harmful
conditions, and close calls that occur at MRU
should be reported to EH&S within 24h of
the incident. In situations when swift
reporting is not possible, we encourage you
to report as soon as you’re able. Please use
http://mru.ca/EHSReportForm"
READ THIS ARTICLE

READ THE NOTES

This month's question for you...

Do you feel MRU has provided suf cient support for faculty
wellness during the pandemic?
Yes

No
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